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Provide departments with test systems 
on demand - Libelle SystemCopy
Providing accurate data for testing, training, Q-systems is essential to be able to react promptly to re-
quirements of digitalization.  Whether for migration projects or daily operations, Libelle SystemCopy 
makes it possible at a push of a button. It reduces the high manual effort of performing an SAP® system 
or a landscape copy. Relieves the burden on SAP Basis administrators and provide test systems with 
current production data. Delivers swift, consistent, quality refreshes, whenever they are needed. On-
premises, hybrid or within the cloud.

What do users appreciate most?  

„In the past, it took between three days and a week to 
create a copy of each system, but now the complete land-
scape can be copied within 24 hours“ [Thomas Dietrich, Klingspor AG]

  Download the White Paper 
  for more details:

 https://www.libelle.com/whitepapers/systemcopy
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 Significantly fast and optimized  
 execution of system and landscape
 copies
Automation, task parallelization, optimization 
of the BDLS run are just some of the functions 
that massively reduce the run time. This enables  
significantly more copies to be made than ever 
before, whenever departments request it. Even 
during operation.

 90% templates for SAP® R/3® and  
 SAP S/4HANA® - Out-of-the-box 
 These cover all typical activities of a 
system and landscape copy. In addition, system-
specific adjustments can be made very flexibly.

 GDPR and Compliance 
 Out-of-the-box available and optional 
 integrable.    
   

 End-to-end automation with 
 consistent quality with every refresh
 The system or landscape copy is ful-
ly automated, including all pre and rework. The 
quality of the copy remains the same with eve-
ry process. The automation reduces downtimes, 
the manual effort and thus also the dependency 
on specialists.
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